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SCHEME TO FUNNEL ION BEAMS
UITH A RADIO-FREQUENCY QUADRUPLE*

R. H. Stokes and G. N. Mlnerbo,t MS H817
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

Me describe a proposed method to funnel Ion beams using a new
form of the radio-frequency quadruple (RFQ) structure. This RFQ
accepts two bunched Ion beams and combines them Into a single final
beam with Interlaced microstructure pulses. It also provides
uninterrupted perlodlc transverse focusing to facilitate the
funneling of beams wfth high current and low emlttance.

INTRODUCTION

Several new linear-accelerator applications require output Ion
beams with very high current and small transverse emittance. The
transverse beam brightness (beam current dlvlded by the product of
the x- and y-emlttances) Is often used as the figure of merit, and
the design ob.jectlve Is to obtain a very high brightness o~ltput
beam. When llnear-accelerator channels operate near their
space-charge llmlt, one method to fncrease brightness Is to combine
the beams from two (or more) space-charge-llmlted channels. The
resultant beam would have Interlaced microstructure bunches and
would be suitable for further acceleration fn i IInac operating
with twice the frequency. This operation has been called funnellng
and was first proposed as a necessary part of the rf llnac approach
to heavy-ion fusion.~ Ii the funnellng of two beams Is
accomplished with no transverse emlttance growth or beam loss, the
resulting beam wI1l have twice the current and twice the brightness
of the beams that are combined. Increasing beam brightness through
funnellng requires no Improvement In the Ion source or accelerator
techniques used before the funnellng process.

In some applfc~tlons, to meet brightness requirements, one
could use arrays having mu tfple beams traversing the whole
accelerator system with the final beams all focused to a ccmrnon
target spot. If the required brightness were not too high,
funnellng to combine multlple beams as early as possible would be
especially advantageous 1~ large accelerators where most of the
acceleration could then be provided In n mlnlmum-cost single-beam
accelerator, In general this single-beam accelerator would he less
complex and would require less rf power than designs that carry all
the Inltlal beams throuqh the entire accelerator system. A
funnalfng tree to combll;e four beams Is shown In Fig. 1. In
practice, funnellnq to Increase beam brightness f; a dlfflcult
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design problem. Inltlal work
been done by Bongardt2 and by

In 1981, we suggested4

Funnellng tree.

using discrete op-clcal elements has
Guy and Mangler.S
that Ion beams could be funneled

with an RF(J cf special design. This paper discusses use of this
RFQ for the funnel stages (shown In Fig. 1) irrmredlatelyfollowlng
the RFC) accelerators. In a funnellng tree, the first type of
funnel following the RFQ accelerator Is present In greater numbers
than all other types combined, so It Is especially Important that a
capable and efflclent design be developed. Instedd of discrete
optical elements, we propose to funnel entirely wlthln the special
RFQ ztructure so that the beams are always centalned by
unlnterruptzd perlodlc focuslnq. Beams with high space charge
experience irreversible emlttance growth when they emerge from a
perlod~c focusing system or when their focusing perlodlclty IS
abruptly changed. To allevlate this problem, In the proposed
funneling scheme It should be possible to provide uninterrupted
focusing with the same perlodlclty as that of the accelerators
preceding the funnel. Also, Insteed of conventional deflection
systems, we propose to use the properties of the special RFt)
structure to deflect two parallel hems toward each other and to
merge them Into a single final btwn. This funneled beam would then
be suitable for further acceleration In a llnac with twice the
frequency of the qFl) funnel. The lnltlal RFQ accelerator, the RFQ
funnel, and the follow!ng llnac would all have every longitudinal
bucket filled with Ion bunches, and the capability of the
accelerator system would be fully utlllzcd.

BEAM DEFLECTION IN PERIODIC FOCUSING CHANNELS

Our first objective was to devise a method to produce
transverse deflections of a beam travellng In a perlodlc focusing
system such as an RFfJ. We found thfit Introducing p~rlodlc
transverse displacements of the focusing and defocusing lenses was
very effective in prnduclng a deflecting force. To develop this
Idea, we used the thlrl-lens array shown In Ftq. 2. The input beam
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Fig. 2. Periodic thin-lens arruy used for simulation.

first traversed a focus lens whose center was displaced In the plus
x-dlrectlon by an amount a. Next was a defocus lens displaced In
the minus x-dlrectlon by the same amount, etc. The lenses had
focal length f and were equally spaced with focusing period t.
This arrangement produces a net force on the beam in the plus
x-direction, To determine the beam optical properties, we
performed single-parttcle simulations. We learned ihat ‘;uch
alternating lens displacements produce a displaced neutral axts
about which sinusoidal betatron motion takes place. The betatron
frequency Is Independent of Q; thus, In the splrlt of the smooth
approxlmatlon, there exists a constant average transverse force,
and the betatron motion corresponds to that 07 a biased, simple
harmonic oscillator.

In Fig. 3, the curve labeled a = O shows the usual betatron
motion about the z-axis. The particle st~rted at the orlgln with a
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Fig. 3, Particle trajectories :~:~l:gm:he effect cti
transverse lens displacements. the betatron
motion Is centered on the z-axis. With m M’O.3, the motion
Is centered about a displaced neutral axis.



positive Initial slope and the parameters were CI= O, f = 16, and
Q w 10. The betatron period Is 20 focus periods and the curve Is
plotted through the points of maximum flutter motion. Also In
Fig. 3, for f = 16 and 1 = 10, we show a curve for transversely
displaced lenses wfth a = 0.3. The particle started at the
orlgln with zero slope, and again the cllrvewas plotted through the
points of mxlmum flutter. The curve 1!, sinusoidal about a
displaced axis and has the same betatrcn frequency ss for e u O.
In Fig. 4, we have plotted this same a = 0.3 curve in more
detail, along with an explanation of the motion. The top and
bottom curves are drawn respectively through the maxima and the
mlnlma of the flutter motion. The average of these two curves is
synrnetric about the dashed neutral axis that Is displaced from the
Z-aXIS by xd. Note that the trajectory flutter Is zero on the
z-axis, ‘nCWiSeS tO h at X = Xd, and to t2a at x = ~Xd. The
left part of the figure explalns these effects. In the smooth
approxlmatlon, the transverse forces are proportional to the
amplltude of the flutter motion. The trajectory flutter produces a
restoring force proportional to the displacement from the z-axis,
The lens flutter produces a constant (dipole) force of magnitude
proportional to a, and these forces balance at x = x ,

fproducing the displaced neutral axis. The alqebralc sum o forces
from the two’types of flutter then produces a restoring force that
Is linear relat~ve to displacements from the neutral axis. Further,

FLUTTER AMPLITUDE
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Fig, 4. Results of a thin-lens simulation with transverse
alternating lens displacements of amplltude ~. Inltlally,
the particle was Injected with zero slope at the orlgln. The
upper and lower curves are plotted through the maxima and the
mlnlma of the trajectory flutter, The betatron motion Is
sinusoidal about the displaced neutral axis with a period
Independent of a. Amplitudes of the trajectory flutter,
lens flutter, and their sum are shown on the left,



the betatron frequency Is Independent of a, so that the focus !fi3
properties are preserved.

To confirm that a displaced neutral axis exists, we simulated
a particle starting at x = xd + e. For a proper choice of
Initial slope, the particle traveled along the lens system with
flutter half-amplitude equal to - and with zero betatron
amplltude, showing that forces from the lens and trajectory
flutters exactly balance. It can be shown that the ~eutral axis
displacement for this thin-lerls system Is xd = &f/k.

Next, we fomrulated a smooth-approximation calculation to
describe these effects. The calculations correspond to an rf
quadruple focusing system that has successive lenses displaced
transversely from the z-axis. We used a sine-wave displacement
function of amplltude Q and space period BA = 2wv/u, where
v Is the particle veloclty and Q Is the rf quadr~pole operating
frequency. The appropriate differential equation Is

~ d~x
—+K(x- C8 sln ~t) sln d = (1 ,
dt2

(1)

where K Is the spring constant and M the particle mass. If
a = O, Eq. (1) reduces to one form of the Mathleu equation used
to describe perlodlc focusing. We assume a solutlon of the form

x = R sln Qt + S sln ~t + x
d’

(2)

where the first term represents the betatron motion, the second
term the flutter, and xd is the displacement of the neutral
axis. If we take R>>S, and OX (the smooth approxlmatlon), we
obtain

‘o
2

S= (:)(Rs~n Qt+xd) , where 2 = K/M .
‘o

After substituting this Into Eq. (2), Eq. (2) Into Eq. (1), and
then averaging the terms over one rf period, we find the equation
satlsfled If both

*=fi “:—.
2ti’

and ‘d

First we see that the betatron
am Next we observe that xd As
factors (vl/2 )(@/Q) . Because

frequency Q Is Independent of
equal to a multiplied by the
GM, then Xd>>a, which

(3)

demonstrates that small transverse displacements-are very effective
in producing large displacements of the neutral axis. Although we
have used the smooth approximation to obtain simple expressions for
O &nd xd, neither the beam manipulations discussed below nor
the funnellng scheme discussed later are necessarily llmlted to the
rag~on where the smooth appr:xlmat;on Is valid.



Now we discuss the use of this deflection force to sidestep a
beam from the z-axis to a displaced parallel axis. In doing this.
we must use a method that does not induce additional betatron
motion that would Increase the beam emlttance. One possible method
Is to start with a particle moving along the z-axis and, at the
orlgln, turn on an Initially constant value of a to Induce a
half-period betatron motion. When this excursion reaches Its full
amplltude, we then suddenly double the value of a to move the
neutral axis to a point equal to the betatron amplltude. This
procedure results In the displaced trajectory shown in Fig. 5,
curve (a), where the curve Is the mean of the flutter motion.
Afrer m has reached Its final Ialue of 0.6, this trajectory has a
residual betatron amplitude of only 0.05% fo~ the particular manner
In which o was prograrmned. Alternatively, the particle rould be
Injected along the displaced neutral axis with x = 7.7 and
a = 0.6. Then by reducing m In a programed manner, the
particle could be brought to the z-axis with zero slope. This
sidestep maneuver forms one-half of the funnellng scheme that In
the next section will be extended so that two beams can be brought
to a conmn z-axis. Also shown In Fig. 5 are curves (b) and (c)
for which the motion was started with Inltlal A slopes. The
amplitude of the resulting betatron motion about the displaced axis
Is equal to the case with a = 0, showing that tl[e sidestep
maneuver produces no Increase In the transverse emlttance.

Fig. 5. Sidestep maneuver to
displace a beam without
lncreasl~g the transverse
emlttance. Particle (a) Is
Injected with zero slope at
the orfgln. Inltlally, a
constant transverse force Is
appllcci through an alternating
lens dlsplac~ment of amplitude
Q m ().30 After one-half
period of the betatron
motl on, the value of a Is
doubled to make the neutral
axis colnclde with the
‘~etatron maximum amplltude.
The result Is a trajectory
displaced 7,7 units from the
z-axis WI th negligible
residual betatron amplitude.
Particles (b) and (c) are
In.jectea with flnlte slope.
They have the same amplltude
as when ~ = 0,



RFQ POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS

The conventional RFQ accelerator was proposed and developed In
a somewhat unusual manner.~~s Instead of Initially
specifying the electrode geometry, a potential function was
syntties(zed to give electric fields with the required
beam-dynamical properties. Then, both the electrlc-field
dlstrlbutlons and the Isopotentlal shapes corresponding to the RFQ
poles were derived from the potential function. We Follow the same
procedures In developing a new type of RFC) structure that has the
beam-dynamical properties needed to funnel Ion beams.

The standard RFQ accelerator potential function can be written
in cylindrical coordinates (r, ~, z) as

2
kz] sln (~t + $) , (4)U = ~ [X (:) COS 2W + AIo(kr) COS

where V Is the maximum potential difference between adjacent pole
tips and k = 2_/13A. Note that the 10 Bessel function Is even
and synwnetrlc In x and y. To provide a deflection force In the
x-direction, we require 10 to be replaced with z function that Is
odd in x and Independent of y. Also, the potential function chosen
must satisfy Laplace’s equation. One example meeting these
requirements is

( ‘)X2-2
U+c

a2
+ D slnh kx cos kz] sln (~t + $) , (5)

where the quadruple focusing term Is tile same as In Eq. (4) but
written In x-y coordinates. A~other potential function is
discussed In Appendix A.

“ileelectrlc field components calculated from Eq. (5) are

Exm-~x+ cosh kx COS kz , Ey= kDV
~2 — slnh kx sin kz ,~Y,Ez- ~

a

with each component multiplied by sin (~t + ~). The second
term in the expression for Ex produces a deflection force. The
field averages taken over a 13Aperiod, for a synchronous particle
with x and y held constant, are

Figure 6 compares the x-z plane pole-tlp shape of the
funneling RFQ with that of the conventional RF()accelerator. The
pole-tlp shape of a funneling RFQ Is discussed in Appendix B. The
results of a numerical computation In the x-z plane are shown In
Fig. 7. For the same parameters as Fig. 7, Fig. 8 shows the
pole-tlp shape In the x-y plane for three values of z. The
transverse displacement of the pcle tips In the ~-dlrectlon with
period Ok Is the analogue of the thin-ler~s displacements of
Fig. 2,
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Fig. 6. Comparison of pole shapes In the x-z plane for an RFQ
accelerator and for an RFQ deflector that can be used to
funnel Ion beams.
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Fig, 7. Computed RF(Ifunnel pole-tlp sh~pe In the x-z plane.
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Fig. 8. An RFQ funnel pol~-tip shape in the x-y plane at the
beginning (a), middle {b), and end” (c) of a u~it cell of
length 13L/2. The curves are from a numerical solutlon of
Eq. (A-1) for a = 1, m=l.!i, and I3A=1O. The polarities
shown correspond to a bunched beam with o = -90°. In
addition to the usual quadruple focusing forces, the beam
will experience a d.eflectlng force in the positive x-direction.

If we use the furce corresponding to the above expression for
Ex, the Mathleu equation becomes

d%+ 2
Qqx+-2c ‘u cosh kx cos kz] sin (Wt + ~) = O . (6)

dt2 Ma2

From a smooth-approximation calculation for a particle with
synchronous velocity (kz = tit) and for kx << 1, so that
COSh kx = 1, we obta!n expres~ions for the betatron frequency ~
and for the displacement of th~ neUtral axis xd:

where now

2 .CJ
and

ka2D
‘o ~a2 ‘ a= -—sIn@.

2C

These expiesslons show that the posltlon of the neutral ax!s is
proportional to -sin ql. 1“ we introduce a bunched Ion beam with
*= -90°, xd 1s positive and these ions can travel along their
positively displaced neutral axis parallel to the z-axis. If
another Ion beam contilins bunches with o = +90”, xd is negative
and these Ions can travel along their negatively displaced neutral
axis parallel to the z-axis. Therefore, we can Inject two bunched
beams having their microstructure bunches displaced by
hz = DA/2 and have I,hem travel along separate parallel
trajectories dlsplacod txd from the z-axis. Roth cllsplaced
beams wI1l be transv{!rsely focused with the same strength about



their respective neutra! axes. We can then funnel by reducing the
deflection parameter D to zero (by decreasing m, the pole
modulation parameter, to unity). This enables us to bring the two
beam: to the z-axis In a prograrmned manner that induces no
additional betatron amplitude. The transverse focusing Is
maintained for both beams throughout this process.

Beams Injected Into an RFQ funnel must be closely spaced to
allow the RF(Japerture to be as small as possible. The beams could
originate in a conventional RFQ structure that has a single rf
resonator with multlple RFQ channels. Also, the two prec?dlng
accelerator channels could be designed with a s?destep ne~~ the
output to bring their beams closer to the z-axis of the funnel. If
the initial beams are not closely spaced, two RFQs based on Eq. (5)
can be used to “pipe” the Individual beams to the RFQ funnel.
Alternatively, a perlodlc focusing system of static electrlc or
magnetic quadruples (with their centers having progranvned periodic
transverse dlspl~cements) could be used, together with appropriate
bunchers to prepare both beams for the final funnellng operation.
A septum magnet placed .ju~t before the funnel may also be necessary.

The expression for Ez is slmllar to that of a conventional
rf llnac ?or which the expression would be EOT c~s +, where E. Is
the space average accelerating field and T Is the transit-time
factor. Because slnh kx Is posltlve for posltlve x-displacement,
such a beam will be bunched In a manner slmllar to a conventional
llnac beam with the added feature that the bunching forces are
proportional to slnh kx. For ~ = -90°, the beam with posltlve
x-displacement will experience both maximum posltlve-di splacement
forces and maximum bunching. Similarly, for @ L=+9@0, the beam
wltll negative x-displacement will experience both maximum
negative-displacement forces and maximum bunching. The operating
points fop these two dlsplactd beams are shown as asterisks in the
Fig. 9 diagram, which portrays the full range of possible operating
condition:. As the two beams approach the funneling vertex, the
bunching forces are reduced to zero. If simulation studies show
this to be a serious problem, It may be possible to devise an
auxillary method to malntaln adequate bunching Irl the trertex
region. One method to avoid possible debunchlng effects Is to
funnel rapidly. In the next section, we SFOW an example where only
one-fifth of a betatron period Is requlr~d. Another posslblllty Is
to excite the poles of the funnellng RFQ with bath the fundamental
and twice the fundamental frequency. The additional frequency
would allow the superposition of pole-tip modulation required to
produce c~nventional bunching forces on the micro~tructure pulses,
which now have BA spacing at the double frequency. The bunching
force would have an 10 Bessel function radial dep’?ndence and
would be effective &t all radll wlthln the RFQ bore.

This type of structure can also serve as a two-beam
accelerator. Two beams having bunches spaced 13L/2 can be
Injected along neutral axes c!lsplaced from the z-axis by ~xd.
For example, If the RFQ Is designed so that the beams at +xd has
o = -45°, and the beam at ‘Xd has @ = +135°, the expression for
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Fig. 9. Diagram showing the
full range of operating
conditions that are possible
with a funneling RFO. The
energy gain G or loss L, the
bunching B or debunchlr,~ DE,
and the sign of the
~ransverse deflecting field
Ex are shown as a function
of the beam displacement x,
and the synchronous phase o.
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~x and ~z show that both beams will be acce~erated, in addlt~on to
being bunched, focused, and held In displaced trajectories.

FUNNELING EXAMPLE

If we neglect space charge, funneling trajectories can be
obtained by integrating bo?h the transverse equation, Eq. (6), and
the equation obtained using the longitudinal field Ez:

d2z—_ ‘slnh kx sln kz sln (~t +*) = O .
dtz 2H

Ari unoptimlzed set of parameters was chosen to demonstra e the
general properties. Protons of 2-MeV energy entered a 1OO-MHZ RF()
funnel with an aperture parameter a/fi = 33 nwn, The peak voltage
between RFQ poles was 264 kV, corresponding to a peak surface field
of about 10 HV/m, and a betatron phase advance of 15° In the focus
period of 13A= 196 nn. The results are shown In Fig. 10(a).
Particles are Injected along txd with o = ~90”, and each
pa~tlcle follows Its neutral axfs until a deflection force Is
Introduced at z/(13h)= 2.75 to deflect them toward the z-axis.
This force Is generated by prografmnlng the parameter a, which
changes the deflection parameter D. The varlatlon of CE Is shown
In Fig, 10(b). To funnel rapidly, large changes are made In ~ to



ffrst deflect both particles toward the z-axis, and then at
z/(Bx) = 4.75, a 4s reversed In sign to provide both particles
with a deflection force away from the z-axis. Finally, at
z/(6A) = 7.75, a Is made equal to zero at the funneling vertex
where both particles have reached the z-axis with zero slope. The
forces required to funnel extend from z/(13A)= 2.75 to 7.75. or
5.C focus periods. The betatron period is 24 focus periods, so
th~t the funneling operation required 21% of a period. 111 this
example, there was no rhange in the longitudinal velocity be~tiuse

synchronous particles of o = *90° were injected so that ~z E O.
Figure 10(a) also shows the RFO pole-tip shape in the x--z plane.
The cross-hatched poles are plc..>d with the same vertical scale as
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RFQ funnel calculated trajectories. In Part (a), parti-
injected on either side of the z-axis with @ = t90°. They
deflected so that they reach the axis with zero slo~e to

form a collinear beam of interlaced microstructure pulses. Part (b)
shows the progransning of the lens displacement parameter a necessary
to provide the appropriate deflections, During the process, all
particles will be subject to uninterrupted transverse focusing
toward their respective central trajectori~s.



that of the particle trajectories. At two places, the poles have a
sharp cusp-llke shape that would not be accept~ble from the
standpoint of rf breakdown crit~rl~. These cusps are an artifact
of using square-wave progranwningfor a. This sltuatlon can
easily be avoided by appropr~ate smoothing.

Another set of calculated trajectories Is shown In Fig. n(a),
with the programming of x for v = -90° shown In Fig. n(b). To
illustrate the effectiveness of the transverse focusing throughout
the funnel+ng procr:s, we Inltlated all the trajectories one-half
betatron wavelength ahead of the funnellng vertex. First, trajec-
tories with zero betatron amplltude were calculated for beams on
either side of the z-axfs. Then for posltlve x, two trajectories
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Fig. 11, Demonstratlan of the transverse focusing properties of the
RF()funnel. In Part (a), trajecto:les were calculated for particles
Injected one-half betatron wavelength ahead of the funnellng vertex.
All trajectories reach the z-axis at the funnellng vertex, Which

shows the continuous nature of the transverse focusing with negligi-
ble effects from field nonllnearltles, In Part (b) the programinlng
of a 4s shown for Q = -’90°.



with f~nlte betatron amplitude were calculated to observe the effect
of transverse focusing on a beam of non zero emlttance. Both tra-
jectories reach the z-axis at the funnellng vertex. This result Is
similar to Fig. 5, except that electric field nonllna~ritles whose
magnitude depend upon kx could perturb the betatron period and pro-
duce emittance growth. For the trajectories of Fig. 11, kx varied
from 0.63 to zero; and the absence of nonlinearity effects suggests
that RFQ funneling can be accomplished at appreciably large values
of kx. This metinsthat beams can be combined in a funnel of reason-
ably large aperture without requiring especially high ion velocities
or low RFQ frequencies.

The funneled beam has unusual transverse phase-space
characteristics. At the funnel output in a speclflc transverse
plane, successive microstructure pulses have alternating phase-
space ellipse parameters. In this situation one must use time-
varylng optical elements to match the beam. One possibility Is to
use a radial matching sectlon~ slmllar to that used at the fnput of
an RFCIaccelerator. Adding such a radial matching section to the
RFQ funnel output will make all pulses have identical elllpse
parameters and wI1l produce an output beam equally divergent In
both transverse planes. Then, a solenoid to produce a convergent
beam wI1l allow it to be matched to an RFQ accelerator operating
with frequency 2f. The 2f RFQ accelerator would consist of an
input radial matching section, a rebuncher, and a final accelerator
section that could f~ed another funnel or t~nAlvarez llnac.

CONCLUSION

To funnel high-current, low-emlttance ion beams at low
velocities, we have DrOpOSed a new type of RFQ structure and have
investigated Its beam-dynamfcal prope~tles. This RFQ provides
strong electric periodic focusing to the ion beams, and at the same
tfme provides the transverse deflection forces necessary to merge
two bunched beams into a single beat!with Interlaced microstructure
pulses. The mechanical and rf design for the RFQ funne: should be
greatly facilitated by the widespread active development of the RFQ
accelerator. It should be feasible to apply exlstlng technology lrI
the aretisof pole-tlp construct.ion,resonator design, and rf
power. Also, RFQ accelerator beam-dynamics design and analysis
techniques such as the RFQl!IKand PARMTEC)programs can be adapted.
These practical conslderatlons, as well as the Intrlnslc properties
of the RFQ funnel, should make ft an attractive candidate for
increasing beam brightness.

APPENDIX A

ALTERNATIVE FUNNELING POTENTIAL FUNCTION

A second RFQ potential function that may be useful for
funnellng ~s

U-~[GFU+H slnh kx cos kz] sln (et+@) .
a2



The secmi term Is Identical to that of Eq. (5), but the quadruple
focusing term has been rotated 45” about the z-axis. In this case,
perlodlc modulation of the poles In the y-dlrectfon produces
deflection forces In the x-dlrect!on. T!IIsis a new geometry that
could be advantageous In certain applications. Using the above
potential functlcm allows replacement of one pair of poles by an
Isopotentlal
acceleration,
with only two

conductor in the y-z plane, which permits
bunching, and focusing of a single displaced beam
poles, plus the Isopotential plane.

APPENDIX B

FUN14ELING RFQ POLE-TIP SHAPES

To find the shape of the Isopotelltlalsurfaces of the RFO
pales, we use Eq. (5) and set U(max) = V/2 to obtain

$ (X2 -y2)+Dslnhkxcoskz= 1 . (A-1)
a

Let y- Oandsetx= a for z= O,andx=maforz= OX/2. We
then obtain expressions for the coefficients C end D:

c-l - D slnh ka , Q- n12-1,.

m2slnh ka + slnh mka

Numerical solutlons of Eq. (A-1) were used to calculate the
electrode shapes shown In Figs. 7 and 8. Although these figures
for Illustration use a large value of the deflectlofiparameter m,
often much smaller valuas wI1l be sufficient to produce the desired
deflection force. For example, If the phase advan~e per focusing
period Is 36°, ka - 0.1, and @ - -90°, the neutral axis Is
displaced by a/2 If m- 1.14.

1.

2.

3.
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